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Missed opportunities

Oxfam

As the chair of the UN Security Council, India failed to make the case for change

I

t’s hard to find a happy diplomat at the
United Nations Security Council these
days. Western officials grumble about
the difficulty of negotiating with India, Brazil
and South Africa (the IBSA countries) over
the Syrian crisis, to say nothing of China
and Russia. The non-Western powers, they
suspect, are all plotting to frustrate the U.S.
and Europe.
Piffle, reply the supposed plotters. The bleak
mood in the Council is a result of the West’s
distortion of the UN mandate to protect
civilians in Libya. If NATO hadn’t used that
as a basis for regime change, there might
be real cooperation over Syria. Even the
unhappiest European officials accept that
other powers’ anger over Libya is genuine.
Does anyone gain anything from the
stalemate? Russia arguably does. Earlier
in the year it failed to halt Western
interventions in not only Libya but also Côte
PRAGATI The Indian National Interest Review

d’Ivoire. As Russia’s main claim to leverage
at the UN is its willingness to act as a spoiler,
these set-backs made it look a shadow of
itself. On Syria, its blocking power returned
as it resisted – and in October vetoed EU and US efforts to pass a resolution
sanctioning Syria.
For China, the benefits have been less clear,
as it prefers to look pragmatic on the Security
Council. Nonetheless it felt obliged to side
with Russia over Syria. But the real losers
have been the IBSA countries, which have
often looked trapped between the West and
the Russo-Chinese axis as they have tried to
respond to events in the Middle East.
India found itself particularly exposed
this August when it took over the rotating
presidency of the Security Council.
Temporary members of the Council often
see their month in charge of deliberations
as an opportunity for good publicity, but
3

the August slot is cursed. In many years it
represents four weeks of diplomatic deadtime, with senior officials either on vacation
or gearing up for the General Assembly circus
in September.

statement, and Indian officials claim some
credit for its agreement. Nonetheless, most
of those who followed the negotiations
closely affirm that the Brazilians were the
instrumental actors.

There is sometimes a summer-time crisis to
enliven matters, such as the 2006 Lebanon
war and the 2008 Russo-Georgian conflict.
But in such cases the Security Council
president is often sidelined. Who now recalls
that Belgium held the post in August 2008?

Having opened its presidency with this
minor diplomatic coup, India could do little
to top it. It organised a thematic debate
on peacekeeping at the end of the month
that generated zero excitement (although
as one veteran UN official pointed out to
me when I complained, that the Council’s
“ritualistic approach to thematic debates
has long deadened the mental cells.”) A
fair assessment of India’s performance
by the Institute for Defense Studies and
Analysis concludes that the Security Council
presidency was competently run but
“inadequate for India to advance its claims to
a permanent seat in the Council.”

For the US and many
European countries, IBSA’s
abstention over Syria is an
argument against Security
Council reform
For India, it was clear that Syria was likely to
be the predominant crisis during its August
presidency (although fighting in Sudan
also rumbled on without escalating into a
first-order international crisis). The EU had
been pushing for some sort of resolution
aimed at Damascus since June in response to
mounting reports of Syrian army attacks on
civilians.
Although the IBSA countries were all known
to oppose a resolution at first, human rights
organisations had mounted a sustained
campaign to change their positions. One
activist told me that he expected South
Africa to crack first, as unlike Brazil and
India, it had voted in favor of the use of force
in Libya. But by most accounts Brazil proved
to be the most flexible, opening talks with
the Europeans on finding a compromise in
the Council.
These talks came to fruition at the very start
of August with the agreement of a Security
Council statement on Syria. This demanded
the government halt its repression but
also implied that anti-government forces
had responsibility for violence too. India’s
Permanent Representative, Hardeep Singh
Puri, had the pleasure of reading out the
4

Even those analysts who took a close interest
in India’s behaviour were soon distracted
by the flood of big news stories that came
out of the Council in September. These
included not only the fight over Palestine’s
decision to request full recognition at the
UN, but renewed debates over UN sanction
on Syria. While the Europeans were willing
to compromise on the language of the
resolution, Russia and China were fiercely
opposed.
Attention switched back to India, Brazil, and
South Africa. As before, Brazil was widely
rumoured to be the IBSA country closest
to cooperating with the West. India, by
contrast, was reported as being the closest to
the Russian position – at one point perhaps
even closer than China. When the EU finally
decided to force a vote on the issue on 5
October and the Chinese and Russians used
their vetoes, the IBSA countries abstained.
U.S. Ambassador Susan Rice referred to the
three powers having prioritised “solidarity”.
She may have hoped that Brazil would forget
about solidarity and align with the West.
The fact that IBSA voted as a bloc can be
interpreted as a success – it is generally
Continued on Page 10
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Open up, India

Meena Kadri

Why are we afraid of a vigorous and open debate

F

or a long time in post-independent
India, the political and intellectual
discourse was dominated by the
fear of the ‘outsiders’—an euphemism for
the economically and culturally powerful
West. India may have been desperately
poor with life a constant struggle for its
teeming millions, but the omniscient foreign
forces were always around to thwart India’s
rise. Most memorably, perhaps, former
prime minister Rajiv Gandhi detected the
fiendishly clever ‘foreign hand’ in almost
every unfortunate event which blighted this
ancient land. Charges of being on the payroll
of CIA were leveled regularly at political
opponents while the guardians of intellectual
citadels zealously guarded their fiefdoms
from those tainted by their association with
the West. But in a nation still wounded
by her long association with colonialism,
the inherent distrust of the West and her
agencies then was perhaps understandable.
PRAGATI The Indian National Interest Review

India is, of course, very different now.
Economic reforms have unleashed the latent
entrepreneurial talent of Indians while the
forces of globalisation and the attendant
technological advances have provided her
with access to rich markets in the West.
Consistently in global surveys, India is
one country where US scores the highest
approval ratings while Western cultural
norms are at least superficially dominant in
her cities. India’s rising economic status, her
soft power, and status as the world’s largest
democracy ensure her a mostly favourable
press coverage in the West.
But as the old saying goes, the more things
change, the more they remain the same.
While the Indian middle class has largely
moved away from its old irrational fears of
the West, the New Delhi establishment still
remains extremely sceptical of the outsiders.
Take visiting research scholars, for instance.
5

It has been well documented in the media
how the Indian government has created
multiple hurdles for visiting Fulbright
scholars—repeatedly delaying their visa on
frivolous grounds. Similarly, the prestigious
Indian Institute of Technology (IITs) are
still not allowed to hire foreign nationals as
permanent faculty. While the government
claims to be moving towards a more
welcoming system, it remains notoriously
unreceptive to foreign scholarship.

To reject a policy or people
advocating them merely
because they may be funded
by reputed international
agencies is myopic
Apparently, the lack of openness is justified
in the name of security. While minimum
regulations may be necessary in some rare
cases, it is obvious that paranoia will not
serve the larger Indian interests. Prime
minister Dr. Manmohan Singh has often
argued that India must eventually evolve
into a knowledge-based economy. If this
worthy goal is to be achieved, then Indian
universities and research facilities must build
institutional capacity and collaborate closely
with foreign universities and researchers.
In any case, in the Internet era , the state
can hardly control the free dissemination
of ideas; the government’s attitude only
antagonises foreign scholars.
But why blame only the leviathan Indian
bureaucracy. A recent story in the weekly
magazine, Outlook, on foreign agencies
who are funding Indian research and policy
bodies begins thusly: “Should NGOs receiving
grants from international agencies like the
Ford Foundation and others be barred from
participating in the shaping of public policy?”
It is entirely unclear how Outlook proposes
to “bar” NGOs funded by international
agencies from participating in policy debates.
Should international agencies like the Ford
Foundation be chased out of India? Would
6

writing op-ed columns or policy briefs be
construed as interfering in policy debates?
Should foreign scholars be permitted to
write on Indian policy issues or now a test of
citizenship would be prescribed? When an
avowedly liberal publication advocates such
policy xenophobia, it is deeply disconcerting.
One would imagine that an article which
begins by asking such a provocative question
may have discovered some great malfeasance
at the heart of the Ford Foundation or
documented particularly egregious instances
of corruption or doctoring of research
findings. No! The charge is barely that the
Ford Foundation may have an agenda which
is broadly pro-market, among other things.
To reject a policy or people advocating them
merely because they may be funded by
reputed international agencies is extremely
myopic. Who will then fund Indian
research institutions and think tanks? In
a nation where the government routinely
uses newspaper revenues to twist political
coverage, why should government-funded
research have any more credibility than
private funding? The charge of promoting an
agenda can be leveled against virtually any
funding agency. Indeed, funding agencies
inter alia exist because they wish to shape the
policy debate in a particular direction.
It is no one’s case that the claims of Ford
Foundation or any other agency should
be accepted as the gospel. Nevertheless,
imputing motives or accusing well-meaning
people of serving foreign interests is little
better than hi-tech intellectual lynching. It
only encourages further intellectual laziness
and policy cowardice and makes people
reluctant to challenge entrenched policies.
Vigorous and open debate is necessary in
the policy market; ideas should be freely
and fiercely debated until the best ones are
adopted.
Unfortunately, there is little political appetite
in India for more open conversations
with the world. In fact, for diametrically
opposite reasons, it is one issue which
unites the religious right with the leftContinued on Page 20
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The poverty numbers

World Bank

India’s standard for what constitutes poverty must evolve

T

here has been much outrage in the
press and in the news channels about
the figure of Rs26 per day - the level
of consumption that defines a person as poor
in an Indian village. The Poverty Line is a
strange beast. Everyone knows poverty when
they see it, but apparently no one can agree
on an income level below which an Indian
should be classified as poor. The reason for
this is that we are looking for a ‘right’ answer
to the question, which is the wrong way of
going about it. There is no switch that, when
turned on, objectively classifies a household
as poor. There are different levels of
deprivation, and different sides of the debate
have differing intuitions about the level of
deprivation at which a household becomes
poor. Much of the outrage over the figure
comes from the fact that our intuition about
what constitutes poverty has changed.
My uncle started his career in Bombay’s
weather office in the mid-1970s. He was
PRAGATI The Indian National Interest Review

single and lived alone then, but he would
send part of his salary home to his family.
Towards the end of the month, his money
would run out, and in the last few days of
the month, he’d be able to cook and eat only
one meal a day. Then, as now, if you were
a graduate and you were earning an entry
level salary in a government firm, you were
middle-class - lower middle-class to be sure,
but middle-class nonetheless. When did you
last hear of a middle-class person lacking for
food in India? But that’s how things were in
the 1970s, and my uncle’s situation wouldn’t
excite comment then. One can only imagine
the situation of the others who were poorer
than my uncle.
This is the background to the question of
where to draw the appropriate poverty line.
The National Sample Survey Organisation
(NSSO) has the difficult job of collecting
data about an economy that is largely
informal and undocumented. It last arrived
7

at a poverty line in 1973-74 when India was
much poorer than it is now. How does one
estimate the income of the poor, when they
have uncertain, intermittent and variable
incomes? If one surveys a poor household
and asks them how much they earned in
the past year, there is very little chance of
receiving a reasonably accurate answer, even
if the respondents attempt to provide one in
good faith. The approach the NSSO took,
then, was to ask about consumption. The
survey asked the respondent families what
items they bought or procured in a previous
“recall” period. The items that were asked
about formed the consumption basket, and
out of this consumption basket, the food
items were used to draw the poverty line.
In other words, if a family had the means to
consume 2,400 calories or more of food per
person per day (2,100 calories in cities), it was
above the poverty line.
Why the focus on food? The obvious reason
is that food, being a basic need, provides a
common minimum reference to use across
the population. The assumption is that while
people differ in their need for luxuries, their
basic necessities are the same. A commonly
heard criticism of the current poverty line is
that it is more of a destitution line. There is a
lot of truth in this argument, but the reason
for this is that when it was drawn, the focus
needed to be on the truly destitute. But
that was not the entire reason - other basic
necessities like medical needs and primary
education were left out the basket, because in
the Socialist mindset that characterised the
70s, the assumption was that these would be
provided for by the State.
That was not the only quirk in the
calculation. In all subsequent surveys,
the consumption basket of the poor as
determined by the 1973-74 survey was used,
scaled up by the Consumer Price Index to
arrive at the poverty line figure. This figure
was then compared with the actual rupee
values for consumption as reported by the
respondents in that survey to determine
the number of the poor. For example, the
consumption basket of 1973-74, at 20042005 prices according to the rural Consumer
Price Index, was worth Rs356 per person per
8

month. Any household which claimed to
spend less than this amount was classified as
poor, regardless of what they actually spent
it on.
This approach had the effect of ignoring
the actual consumption basket of the
poor in favour of the reference basket as
determined in 1973. This would not matter
much if the assumption referred to earlier
had held—that food being a basic necessity,
the consumption pattern at that level of
deprivation would not change much. But this
assumption turns out to be invalid in three
crucial ways.
Firstly, food is now a lower proportion of
expenditure for the poor. Secondly, they have
been consuming different kinds of food - less
cereal and more of vegetables and animal
protein. Finally, they have been consuming
fewer calories than the 2,400 and 2,100 that
the survey of 1973 indicated.
This last fact has been latched on to by the
critics of India’s poverty programs to claim
that the lot of the poor has gotten worse over
time. But if that is the case, what accounts
for the fact that the poor are shifting to
richer food, and for the fact that they are
spending less of their income on food? If
revealed preference is anything to go by, the
poor are voluntarily consuming many fewer
calories than the proper average statistics
have laid down for their guidance. Professor
Angus Deaton of Princeton University, who
has probably done more work to understand
the National Survey Statistics than any
other person on earth, has, in a 2008 paper,
considered various alternative explanations
for this quirk—rising prices of food, falling
real incomes, the possibility that rising prices
of non-food items were forcing the poor to
cut down on food—and discarded all but
the one indicated by the revealed preference
argument, though he was careful to specify
that more corroborative evidence was needed
to support this one.
The variance between the consumption
basket of 1973 and what the poor actually
consumed had another consequence: the
price index derived from the official basket
grew much more slowly than a price index
PRAGATI The Indian National Interest Review

constructed out of the actual basket. This is
because the price of food has gone up much
less than that of other items, and within
food items, cereal is less expensive than
eggs or chicken. If these prices had been
taken into account, the price index would
have gone up more, the poverty line would
have consequently been higher, resulting
in a larger number of people below it. Prof.
Deaton has done work to quantify this,
and according to his calculations, using
an updated index would have resulted in a
poverty ratio of 30percent in 2004-5, nearly
3 percentage points higher than the official
number.
But should this have been done? The
answer cuts to the heart of the purpose
of the poverty line. The poverty line has
two purposes - one is to measure how well
economic policy has achieved its purpose,
and the other is to determine who are
currently poor, so that they can be helped.
The two purposes are often antithetical. To
achieve the first purpose, we need to use a
constant basis for comparison. To achieve
the second, our standard needs to evolve
based on what we currently consider valid.
Proponents of the first purpose would argue
that if a poor person of 1973 were to be
transported to 2004 and provided with an
income of Rs.350 per month, he would find
himself improved in circumstances - and
this is the fact that should matter when it
comes to determining the poverty line. The
proponent of the second view would argue
that to determine who should currently
be helped by anti-poverty programmes,
we should use the current consumption of
people to determine who is poor.
There is no right answer to this conundrum.
One solution is to regularly update
the poverty line basket, but to do so
transparently, so that we know what has
changed. This is what was attempted by the
Tendulkar committee in 2009, and which
has led to the figure of Rs26 a day. It made a
few significant changes to the way poverty
was calculated. It abandoned the calorie
count method in favour of a poverty line
basket that now included medical expenses
and primary schooling, thereby recognizing
PRAGATI The Indian National Interest Review

what successive surveys had ignored - that
even the poorest turn to the private sector
for their health and children’s schooling. It
abandoned the 1973 consumer price index
weights in favour of what a price index
constructed out of NSS data. And based
on all this, it constructed a new poverty
line which counts 36percent of the country
as poor as against 28percent according
the earlier calculation. It is important to
note that except in certain minor senses,
this is not a ‘correction.’ It is more an
acknowledgement that India is a richer
country now, and its standard of what
constitutes poverty has evolved. Also, the
committee recalculated the 1993 poverty
numbers according the new standard, and
the poverty rate turned out to be 46percent
- in other words, even after updating the
standard for poverty, we find that there
has been significant reduction during the
economic reform period.

A commonly heard criticism
of the current poverty
line is that it is more of a
destitution line
It is the Tendulkar committee number that
has come under fire in the latest round of
rabble rousing. The issue has been framed
rather cleverly - 32 rupees a day is a number
that will tug at our heart strings. But it is 32
rupees, per person, per day. If you translate
that number to per household per month
it amounts to Rs5,760 per month for a
household of six people.
It is no one’s case that one can live
comfortably with that income. The business
newspaper Mint ran a story that profiled
families just above the poverty line, aiming
to show how bad their lives were. Crucially,
the concerns of these families were things
like sending children to a good school and
owning a modest home, things middleclass readers can relate to. Is that poverty?
Perhaps it is, but it is different from the kind
of poverty that hit the headlines in 1987,
9

about the woman in Kalahandi who had to
sell her daughter so that the rest of the family
could get something to eat.

the street light, he says that if the keys are
actually over in the darkness, he’d never find
them anyway.

It has been reflexively assumed in the debates
that it is humane to raise the poverty line,
so that fewer people are denied access to
government services for the poor. It is not
clear why this assumption is valid. Raising
the poverty line will give rise to a version of
the searching-under-the-streetlight problem.
The problem is this:

Applied to poverty, this approach turns
into the “Studying Rural Poverty in Thane
District” phenomenon. I used to note that
there was a disproportionately large number
of studies, news reports, and so forth on
poverty among the Warlis of Thane. It
occurred to me that the reason for this is
that Thane is the closest one can encounter
rural poverty if one sets off from Mumbai.
And because many NGOs, schools of social
work and reporters are based in Mumbai, the
Warlis are a convenient subject for field trips,
project work and news reports.

A cop finds a drunk man in a parking lot late
at night, searching the ground under the only
street light in that parking lot. He asks what
the guy is doing, and the drunk replies that
he dropped his car keys and is looking for
them. Asked where he was when he dropped
the keys, the drunk waves towards a car in
the darkness. Asked why he’s searching under

If you raise the poverty line, it will be easier
to encounter the poor, and it will be that
much easier to ignore the destitute.

Missed opportunities Page 4

recognised that the trio of powers have
been significant swing voters in the Council
this year. But this may only be a temporary
phenomenon. Brazil is approaching the end
of its two-year term on the Council, and
South Africa continues to have a greater
stake in acting as the leader of the African
bloc than in aligning with India. IBSA’s brief
moment of importance in the Council could
soon be forgotten, and India’s leverage duly
reduced.
Meanwhile, the IDSA analysis that India’s
Council presidency offered an “inadequate”
case for a permanent seat may be too
cautious. For the US and many European
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countries, IBSA’s abstention over Syria
is an argument against Security Council
reform. Critics of reform have long argued
that increasing the number of permanent
members to include Brazil and India would
lead to paralysis. They can now say Syria
proves that.
If the net result of this year’s disputes in the
Council is to further delay reform, Indian
policy-makers will surely grow less interested
in the UN. They will still have good cause
to criticise the inequities of the UN system.
But they should also recognise that in
handling this year’s crises they have missed
opportunities to make the case for change.
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Time to get started

India has a chance to decouple national politics from religious identity

W

hile we are living in a moment of
extraordinary change across the
globe, little has been said of India,
and of how these changes may affect us.
Much of our attention seems focused on the
shadow puppetry of our entrenched political
class, or the street tamasha of our selfproclaimed saviours from corruption. Lost in
the cacophony are the first clear glimpses of
change, both internal and external, that will
affect us not only now, but in the foreseeable
future.
After nearly two decades of economic
liberalisation and despite the political deepfreeze of the current central government, the
slow Indian juggernaut rolls on. The changes
wrought to our lives are transformative, and
although far more needs to be accomplished,
the overall transformation of the economy
and its impact on the citizenry is obvious.
However, this economic growth goes hand
in hand with an increasingly literate and
ambitious population, much of which is
quite young. This demographic cohort is
both strategic advantage and potential cause
of concern for our polity: while the young are
motors for potential economic growth, they
are also less patient in face of bureaucratic
and political stagnation.
Similarly the permutations of coalition
politics, as well as the numerous elections
of the 1990s have done a great deal to bring
most of our polity close to the centre. While
levels of competence may vary, and specific
ideological issues remain outstanding, there
is little real difference between the intentions
of our wildly varied political parties. This too
is a double edged sword: in moving closer to
the centre, the political parties have found
ways to work across ideological and political
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divides. At the same time, in some ways,
their ineptitude and lack of clearly defined
agendas are rendering them irrelevant. In
many ways, Indian democracy is revealing
the signs of a mature democracy: its political
parties are by and large becoming irrelevant
to its policies!
But the changes do not stop at our borders:
the imminent, creeping shift of economic
power from West to East is a change that,
along with the terminal decline of the EU,
and the slow degeneration of the US, can no
longer be ignored. Add to this the historical
wild card thrown up by the ‘Arab Spring,’ and
we are truly living a transformative era.
While this brings great challenges, there are
also unprecedented opportunities. Economic
growth and growing literacy are marking our
polity in significant ways, not in the least by
the steady fragmentation of old-style identity
politics. While the Anna-show over the
summer may not have been to the liking of
many of us, the social, political and economic
cross-section of its supporters does suggest
that the Indian voter is moving towards
demanding specific steps from its political
systems. This also suggests that caste,
religion, region, and language are slowly
taking a backseat to electoral platforms based
on administrative proposals, although we are
still far from having achieved this.
When all this is combined with the evolving
global environment, we find that we have
a unique historical opportunity to leave
Partition and the narratives of religious
differences behind. Many of the above
factors are playing a part in solidifying this
opportunity: economic growth and political
stability that are steadily fragmenting
11

Diganta Talukdar
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identity politics are also providing a stake
in the nation to many of India’s historically
disenfranchised, not least to the nation’s
minorities.
As horizons abroad have steadily narrowed in
the past decade, especially in the aftermath
of 9/11, there has been a palpable shift
within Muslim communities within India.
Nowhere was this most clear than in the
political rhetoric from minority community
leaders following the atrocities of 26/11.
While we have not yet put sectarian tensions
behind us, there has been a clear and mostly
positive shift in minority perceptions and
experiences that we in India must find a way
of harnessing.
Add to this the body blow dealt this year
by the “Arab Spring” to Wahhabi-funded
Islamist nationalism, and we have a real
window of opportunity. Although many
of our leaders and commentariat still
obsess about the ‘Kashmir issue,’ we must
also realise that this issue is dead in the
water: increasing political participation by
Kashmir’s citizens, growing economic stakes
in peace and political stability, increased
marginalisation of Islamist elements
(who are running out of both sponsors
and masters abroad), and the impending
implosion of Pakistan are all factors in this.
While Kashmir remains an emotive issue—
for India, it is the symbol of our secularist
state while for Pakistan it remains a clear
taunt to its failed national project—we must
begin to move beyond simplistic constructs.
When (not if) Pakistan implodes, India
shall be faced with far larger problems
including rogue non-state actors armed
with nuclear weapons, terrible instability in
our immediate neighbourhood, as well as a
potentially catastrophic humanitarian and
refugee crisis. Kashmiri separatist leaders,
their Saudi-funded financial backers, and
Pakistan-run hired guns will play only minor
(albeit violent) parts in the process.
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However, while many of the external factors
are beyond our control, there are internal
and external policy steps we can begin taking
now in preparation for this moment in the
not too distant future.
Externally, we need to decouple our
foreign policy in the Middle East and
North Africa region from both Pakistan’s
(and Saudi) brand of Islamist rhetoric as
well as the American (and Israeli) brand of
Islamophobia. Neither of these has served
our interests well, and must be replaced by
a new ‘non-aligned’ policy in the region that
builds on the immense wells of goodwill
for India, while jettisoning our default
defensiveness regarding our Muslim citizenry
or its rights. This shall of course require a far
clearer engagement with the region than we
have had so far.

While many of the external
factors are beyond our
control, there are internal
and external policy steps we
can begin taking now
Internally, it is time our leaders of various
stripes stopped swinging schizophrenically
between a host of non-secular policies and
positions. Vote bank politics are damaging
to the nation, no matter which side of the
religious divide plays it; similarly the implicit
double standard, based on intellectual
hypocrisy or a divisive fear of our minority
community, by politicians and commentators
merely divides our internal polity and forces
us on the defensive on key issues.
For the first time in independent India, we
have a chance of detaching national politics
from religious identity. This does not mean
instant change but we can start the ball
rolling.
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Turning Right

The change brought by right-wing politics in Europe is socially irreversible

I

n the Dutch general elections of June
2010, the Party for Freedom (PVV) won
15.5 percent of the overall vote, 24 seats
out of 150 in the house of representatives of
the Netherlands and emerged as the third
largest party. Founded on a platform of
anti-Europe integration, anti-immigration,
closer cultural assimilation and a stridently
anti-Islam stance, the PVV, led by the
charismatic and controversial Geert Wilders,
was viewed as a right-wing fringe party more inclined towards attention-seeking
through provocative statements and extreme
positions. For a country that was known
to be one of the most liberal in Europe,
this verdict went against traditional values
of consensus and tolerance and heralded
a major change in the political landscape.
The PVV played a key role in post-election
negotiations and agreed to support the
coalition government without joining it.
On 14th July 1789, the Bastille, a prison in
Paris and a symbol of the King’s power, was
stormed by protesters and marked a turning
point in the French Revolution. This day is
commemorated as Bastille Day, a national
holiday in France, and resulted in a universal
recognition of words that form the aspiration
every struggle against oppression - Liberty,
Equality, Fraternity. In July 2010, on the eve
of 221st Bastille day celebrations, the French
National Assembly passed a bill that that
banned citizens from wearing masks or veils
that would cover their face in public. More
specifically, this move was interpreted as a
ban on women wearing a Burqa in public.
Undeterred by protests in a country with 7
million Muslim inhabitants, the ban went
into effect in April 2011.
A Pew Research Center poll carried out in
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April-May 2010 found that 80 percent of
the French public supported the Burqa ban.
Poll results in Germany, Britain and Spain
indicated a 71, 62 and 59 percent support
for a Burqa ban. In July 2011, a ban against
wearing masks or veils in public went into
effect in Belgium and a similar law is on the
cards in the Netherlands. The political and
social undercurrents in these two countries
and other parts of Europe, go beyond
the symbolism of a Burqa ban or tighter
immigration control. In October 2010,
German Chancellor Angela Merkel remarked
that multiculturalism has “utterly failed”. In
his speech at the Munich security conference
in February 2011, the British Prime Minister
David Cameron made a similar point
when he implied that the state doctrine of
multiculturalism had led to a ghettos rather
than a melting pot of cultures.
While it is easy to view these sentiments as
recent and in the context of anti-Muslim
or anti-immigrant sentiment, the reality
is that liberal outlook in Europe has been
under threat for some time now. One
could argue that this is due to the fear and
threat of (Islamist) terrorism or maybe
the concept of “multikulti” was utopian.
Another factor could be the changing roles
in business and society, case in point the
takeover of Arcelor by Mittal Steel and the
lack of comprehension of such an possibility.
There is a possibly legitimate grouse against
immigrants due to their unwillingness to
integrate, making the original inhabitants
uncomfortable in their own streets.
Furthermore, the socio-political reasons
for the erosion of liberal values have been
compounded by slowing economies, rising
debt levels, growing unemployment rates,
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aging population and the global financial
crisis of 2008.
Throughout this period, public social
spending has remained high and relatively
unchanged and there is increasing strain
on the sustainability of Europe’s welfare
state model. A liberal immigration policy is
considered to have made things worse by
attracting unskilled migrants who are seen as
net beneficiaries in an environment when the
average unemployment rate among migrants
is higher than that of the native-born. Rightwing parties across Europe have joined cause
by using the public’s displeasure of changing
communities to further their political goals
and a depressing economic climate has
acted as a catalyst in strengthening real
or perceived misgivings. Across Europe,
tolerance is being tested by suspicion. Liberal
attitudes are being challenged by social
and religious sensibilities of immigrants,
governments are faced with the prospect of
spending more to maintain economic parity.
While terrorism and threats to Europe’s way
of life has improved fortunes of the extremist
parties, it can be argued that aggressive and
extremist posturing have boosted suspicion
and even rationalised radicalisation among
immigrant populations. In some countries
like Denmark and Germany, integration
remains a challenge but despite the negative
climate against immigration, government
spending has not decreased. In contrast, the
Netherlands plans to reduce the language
and orientation budget to 10 percent of
its current budget by 2015, while keeping
its integration goals unchanged. The
economic realities seem to be working at
cross-purposes with social objectives and
what currently appears to be a measure to
dissuade Muslim and low-skilled migrants
could extend its reach beyond religious or
economic considerations.
In the coming years, more mainstream
political parties are likely to adopt the talking
points of extremist parties if only to address
the frustrations of certain voters and stem
the growth of these parties. But this section
of voters have little patience for a nuanced
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approach and the more populist extremist
parties are better positioned to address their
fears and have a continuous conversation
with them. This has perhaps even
contributed to the mainstreaming of values
that were seen as illiberal and relegated to
the fringe.

The welfare states of Europe
are under pressure due
to economic decline and
immigrants are seen as
adding to the burden of the
state
These changes in Europe seem to be driven
by anti-immigration sentiment, threat to
cultural identity and a liberal values but there
are economic realities that fuel intolerance
against immigration and non-native
cultures. The welfare states of Europe are
under pressure due to economic decline and
immigrants are seen as adding to the burden
of the state. The European prescription
for retaining its liberal values provides for
building of walls at its borders while pushing
its immigrants to integrate or leave. But this
approach comes at the cost of higher walls
that communities will build within these
borders, urged on by extremist groups.
The fall of the Berlin wall reunified Germany
and paved the way for free movement and
reconciliation within Europe. 22 years later,
Europe faces the challenge of balancing
security with liberalism and preservation of
national culture with welcoming skilled and
unskilled migrants. There is a deliberate shift
towards accepting some illiberal restrictions
for greater public good. It remains to be seen
if Europe can convincingly transform itself
to address increasingly vocal and illiberal
positions, but the social changes brought
about by its right turn could very well be
irreversible.
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ANALYSIS OF CHINA’S CYBER
WARFARE CAPABILITIES

conduct deception operations by
secretly manipulating the data in
these networks.

DESMOND BALL of the
Strategic and Defence Studies
Center at the Australian National
University at Canberra analyzes
the development of China’s
cyber-warfare capabilities since
the mid-1990s, the intelligence
and military organizations
involved, and the particular
capabilities that have been
demonstrated in defence
exercises and in attacks on
computer systems and networks
in other countries.

He concludes that it could
however employ asymmetric
strategies designed to exploit the
relatively greater dependence on
IT by its potential adversaries but
could not compete in extended
scenarios of sophisticated
information warfare operations
and would function best when
used pre-emptively, as the PLA
now practices in its exercises.

In an article in Security
Challenges, “China’s cyber
warfare capabilities”, he
states that it was often very
difficult to determine whether
these attacks originated with
official agencies or private
“Netizens” as well as that China’s
demonstrated offensive cyberwarfare capabilities were fairly
rudimentary such as denial-ofservice, Trojan horse etc. that
have been fairly easy to detect
and remove. He also states
that there was no evidence that
China’s cyber-warriors could
penetrate highly secure networks
or systematically cripple
selected command and control,
air defence and intelligence
networks and databases of
advanced adversaries, or to

PAUL STEVENS of the
Chatham House states that the
‘shale gas revolution’ which was
responsible for a huge increase in
unconventional gas production
in the US over the last couple of
years was creating huge investor
uncertainties for international
gas markets and renewables
and could result in serious gas
shortages within the next 10
years.
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SHALE GAS: HYPE VS REALITY

In a Chatham House report,
“The ‘Shale Gas Revolution’:
Hype and Reality” he states that
the global recession that caused
a drop in the gas demand and
the sudden and unexpected
development of unconventional
gas supplies in the US had
contributed to a steep fall in gas

prices. He casts serious doubt
over industry confidence in the
‘revolution’, questioning whether
it can spread beyond the US, or
indeed be maintained within
it, as environmental concerns,
high depletion rates and the
fear that US circumstances
may be impossible to replicate
elsewhere, came to the fore.
He avers that investor
uncertainty would reduce
investment in future gas supplies
to lower levels than would have
happened had the ‘shale gas
revolution’ not hit the headlines.
He cautions that although the
markets would eventually solve
the problem, rising gas demand
and the long lead-in-times on
most gas projects would inflict
high prices on consumers in the
medium term.

STRATEGIC COMMUNICATIONS
AND NATIONAL STRATEGY
PAUL CORNISH, JULIAN
LINDLEY-FRENCH and
CLAIRE YORKE of the Chatham
House raise awareness of the
role and potential of strategic
communications as a means
of delivering policy and
seek to clarify how strategic
communications could help
governments manage and
respond to current and future
security challenges.
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In a Chatham House report,
“Strategic Communications and
National Strategy”, they argue
that strategic communications
should not be understood to be
merely a messaging activity, but
as the core of a comprehensive
strategic engagement effort –
integrating multi-media, multioutlet, community outreach
and face-to-face efforts in a
single campaign designed for
adaptation to a complex and
changing environment.
They also state that strategic
communications could challenge
governments to explain
themselves more clearly and
convincingly in order to gain
and maintain public support for
policy and in order to ensure
that messages and actions do not
conflict with one another and
undermine the competence and
reputation of government.

FOLLOWING THE MONEY TRAIL
STUART LEVEY of the
Council on Foreign Relations and
CHRISTY CLARK of the Podesta
Group state that although UN
implemented targeted financial
sanctions had gained acceptance
among governments and the
private sector in disrupting
illicit networks and pressuring
intransigent regimes by making
it far more difficult for them to
access needed financial services,
their enforcement continued to
be lax outside the US.
They argue that the Financial
Action Task Force (FATF)
over its 20+ years of existence
had successfully changed the
international landscape on
financial controls for combating
money laundering and terrorist
financing. in their op-ed for

Foreign Policy, “Follow the
Money”, and call for FATF to
develop and enforce standards
for implementation of financial
sanctions.
The FATF’s published
standards had incentivized
countries to continually improve
and gain FATF’s seal of approval,
or at least not warrant its
disapproval.

TRAINING AFGHAN SECURITY
FORCES: LESSONS FROM THE
USSR
OLGA OLIKER of the
RAND Corporation presents
an overview of Soviet efforts
to improve and facilitate the
training and development of
Afghan security forces from
1920 to 1989 that could inform
current approaches to planning
and operating with Afghan
forces and overcoming cultural
challenges.
In her RAND monograph,
“Building Afghanistan’s Security
Forces in Wartime The Soviet
Experience”, she states that
although the personnel of the
Soviet military, ministry of
the interior (MVD) and KGB
were tasked with coordinating
the efforts of the Afghan
armed forces, the ‘Sarandoy’
gendarmerie-like police force,
and KhAD intelligence services,
respectively, there was poor
co-ordination among each
other and such stove-piping
among the Soviets were
mirrored within the Afghans
and this was compounded by
limited information sharing by
the Soviets with their Afghan
counterparts because of personal
mistrust and security concerns.
The Afghan conscript army
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continuously experienced high
desertion due to poor conditions,
political, tribal, and ethnic
tensions as well as targeting
by insurgent groups and poor
maintenance ensured that
equipment was wasted while
militias were encouraged which
had little loyalty to the Afghan
government.
She concludes that the ISAF
could learn some lessons from
the Soviet experience in terms
of a greater Soviet willingness to
deploy large numbers of police
advisors, well-matched in rank
and age to Afghan counterparts,
better retention in volunteer
Sarandoy force as well as the
dangers of relying on militia.

H2O LEVERAGE
BRAHMA CHELLANEY of
the Center for Policy Research
in New Delhi draws attention
to the China’s rise as a hydrohegemon assuming unchallenged
riparian preeminence by
controlling the headwaters of
multiple international rivers
and manipulating their crossborder flows and acquiring
leverage against its neighbors
by undertaking massive
hydro-engineering projects on
transnational rivers.
In a Japan Times article
“China’s unparalleled rise as a
hydro-hegemon”, he states that
riparian neighbors in South and
South-East Asia were bound
by water pacts in contrast to
Beijing which did not have a
single water treaty with any coriparian country. Beijing rejected
the notion of water sharing or
institutionalized co-operation
with lower riparian states in
favor of bilateral initiatives even
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as it promoted multilateralism in
other areas on the world stage,
causing water to increasingly
become a political divide in its
relations to neighbors like India,
Russia, Kazakhstan and Nepal
as well as the states of the lower
Mekong.
He also states that these
water disputes were likely to
worsen with China’s focus on
erecting mega-dams on the
Mekong, Brahmaputra and
Illy would cause significant
disruptions to countries such
as Bangladesh, Vietnam and
Kazakhstan, changing the status
quo on flows of international
rivers and calls for cooperation
to halt Beijing’s unilateral
appropriation of shared water
resources as pivotal to Asian
peace and stability.

SUSTAINABLE URBAN
TRANSPORTATION CHOICES
DEBORAH GORDON of the
Energy and Climate program at
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the Carnegie Endowment and
DANIEL SPERLING, director of
University of California Davis’
Institute of Transportation
Studies state that the global
proliferation of vehicles
presented two alternatives: one
where cheap oil, free roads,
sprawled development and
subsidized home ownership
would result in a foreboding car
monoculture and an alternative
option involving low-carbon,
location-efficient, economically
productive mobility where
Government, industry, and
consumers—especially in
emerging economies—could
reinvent transportation models
and employ innovative solutions.
In their European Financial
Review article “Critical
Crossroad: Advancing Global
Opportunities to Transform
Transportation”, they state that
the proliferation of automobiles
alongwith the the rise of
megacities would spur a spiraling
motorization process that would
result in unhealthy, inefficient,

unsustainable cities and crushing
financial burdens and advocate
an intervention to move away
from wasteful transportation
system to more sustainable,
diverse approach that mimics
natural ecosystem with the
direct involvement of business,
government, and consumers
that would transform vehicles,
transform fuels, and transform
mobility.
They state that
transportation could be
redesigned as a system and not
be bound to a single mode and
provide examples of cutting-edge
cities which were leading the
way on a number of fronts, using
strategic policy tools to advance
low-carbon mobility.
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Pareto
Economics in small doses

WHAT IF SWISS NATIONAL BANK
(SNB) HAS NEGATIVE EQUITY?
SNB shocked markets by
deciding to peg its currency
against Euro. SNB is buying
foreign currency to defend the
peg leading to rise in its forex
reserves. Meanwhile SNB has
also been shifting its forex
reserve portfolio from USD to
EUR and faced losses in 2010 as
EUR depreciated. What if the
scenario occurs again and SNB
has a negative capital base?
SNB’s Vice-Chairman
Thomas Jordan clarifies that a
central bank is not like a private
firm/bank (Does the Swiss
National Bank need equity?).
A central bank cannot become
illiquid and chances of its capital
turning negative are remote.
Even if it has negative equity, it
does not constrain the central
bank as it has banknote-issuing
privilege. Moreover, they
generate surplus income over
the long term. Thus over time,
a central bank like the SNB can
usually rebuild its equity level all
on its own after a loss.
This speech tells you a lot
about central banking operations
and why it is a special entity.
Apart from its magical powers
to create money out of nothing

its cost of creating money is very
low and hence it only makes
gains over a period of time. We
have seen this case in Fed’s case
which has made profits from
its bailouts and investments in
financial firms at the peak of the
crisis.

GETTING AN INSTITUTIONAL
PERSPECTIVE OF EMU
ECONOMIES
Amidst the Euro bashing,
comes a nice paper from Marion
Salines, Gabriel Glöckler,
Zbigniew Truchlewski and
Paola del Favero of ECB (Beyond
the economics of the euro
- analysing the institutional
evolution of EMU 1999-2010).
The paper examines how and
why the institutional framework
governing EMU has evolved
since the creation of the euro.
More interestingly, the paper
gives a nice typology by which
one can understand changes in
institutions:
• Layering is an institutional
change which happens when
new institutional elements
are added to existing ones. In
context of EMU examples are
addition of institutions such
as the EFSM/EFSF, creation
of the Lisbon agenda etc.
• Displacement takes place
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when an element of the
institutional structure
becomes more salient over
time as in the case of ECB.
• Redirection occurs when
objectives of institutions
are changed or reorientated.
Like Stability and Growth
Pact has changed from a
mere disciplinarian device
to determining fiscal rules in
EMU economies.
• Drift happens when
institutional structures are
overwhelmed by external
developments as seen
in discrepancy between
financial integration in EMU
countries.
• Depletion happens when
institutions experience a
gradual breakdown over
time. The authors say this
hardly applies to EMU as
it is a young institution.
Most economists would
not agree and call EMU
a fundamentally flawed
institution to begin with.
One could use this typology
to analyse changes in other
institutions as well.

HOW THE CRISIS SHAPED
ICELAND’S NEW CONSTITUTION
Thorvaldur Gylfason writes on
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this fascinating set of events
in Iceland (From crisis to
constitution, voxeu.org). We have
seen political crisis leading to
new (or change in) constitutions
as seen during collapse of
communism in 1989. It is rare to
see economic crises as triggers
of constitutional change. Even
Great Depression did not prompt
the Americans to change their
constitution with laws like GlassSteagall Act deemed as sufficient.
In Iceland’s case the history
is slightly different. After
separating from Denmark
in 1944, the Iceland leaders
promised a new constitution
but failed to deliver on their
promises barring some new
rules. The crisis in Iceland in
2008 started from a revolution
to protest against financial crisis
but led to a bigger movement to
form a new constitution.
The process to create the
new constitution was very
interesting. First constitutional
committee was appointed
by parliament consisting of
a thousand citizens drawn
at random from the national
registry. The committee
discussed the matters and

then organised a nation-wide
election in Nov-10 where 522
candidates stood for 25 seats.
This 25 member team formed the
constitutional assembly/council
(CAC) which worked on the
proposals in detail and presented
their bill with Parliament on
29-Jul-11.
The key highlights of the
new constitution are: One
person, one vote, Protection
of Natural resources, Iceland’s
nature and environment, Right
to information, Appointment of
public officials and Independent
state agencies.

EXPLAINING THE RESILIENCE OF
INDIA’S SERVICES SECTOR
Abhijit Das, Rashmi Banga,
and Dinesh Kumar explain the
resilience of India’s services
sector (Global Economic Crisis:
Impact and Restructuring of the
Services Sector in India). Though
the paper focuses on services
sector in 2008-09 crisis period,
it has broader lessons for India’s
thriving services sector.
There are two main findings:
• India’s income elasticity
of services exports is high

(around 3, for software it
is 6). Meaning if foreign
incomes go down by 1 unit,
our services exports go down
by 3 units and vice versa. The
price elasticity of services
exports is low (inelastic). This
means if prices of services
exports decline, it does not
lead to any major rise in
services exports. Hence
there is not much which can
be done via the pricing route
• More importantly, India’s
services are mainly consumed
by domestic sources. In
services, exports form around
6percent of services till 200001 and has risen to 15percent
by 2008-09 which is still
a low figure. So services
growth might decline post a
global shock but still remains
resilient thanks to a much
larger domestic demand for
services.
What is the way ahead? It
looks at productivity levels in
three sectors: retail/wholesale
trade, software services, and
banking. It says there is a scope
of improvement in all three and
government should make its
policies boosting growth in these
three sectors.

Open up, India Page 6

liberal intelligentsia. For the former,
shunning globalisation and markets is
about “protecting” India culture from
Western assaults while for the left-liberal
establishment, it is all about conserving their
monopoly on policy.
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Much as some people may wish otherwise,
we live in an increasingly interconnected and
globalised world. No country can be an island
in itself. Any country which stops the free
flow of information—or ideas—is likely to be
left behind. India can ill-afford that.
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The memoir of an
unknown Indian soldier
Excerpts from Eaten by the Japanese: The memoir of an unknown Indian soldier by John
Baptist Crasta

W

hat I present to you is two stories.
One is of a simple Indian soldier
from a village near Mangalore, one
who, according to his brother Louis, “never
got into a fight with anybody”—finding
himself in the most brutal war in history,
World War II, and being taken prisoner by
a fellow Asian army—the Japanese Army,
which treats thousands of Indian prisoners
with a brutality that results in higher
mortality rates for them than for POWs
of the Nazis. And then, after a miraculous
survival, comes home to write his story,
which is forgotten, perhaps scorned by his
feudal superiors.
The second story is of a son discovering his
father’s story even as his father is 86 years
old, and feeble enough as to leave the world
at anytime—and being so moved by it as
to be compelled to publish it and to give
it to the world. It is a story about fathers
and sons, part of the universal story that
will never end, and will never cease to have
fascination.
Biographical Introduction:
It is harder for a rich man to enter Heaven
than for a camel to enter the eye of a needle,
or so the Bible says; but it was always pretty
easy for a rich man to enter St. Aloysius
College and its high school, and to escape
the whipping the padres gave to the fiscally
and morally unlucky. After all, the college
towered over property donated by the local
squire, its chapel being a magnet, every
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Sunday, for the town’s cream of Catholic
society. My father, though not one of India’s
wretched poor, was consigned by his family
income to its struggling lower middle class.
And often, because he had not paid his tworupee monthly school fees on time, he was
kicked out of his St. Aloysius High School
classes by the Italian Jesuits who were then
in charge.
“The Torture Ship”:
Slowly and more slowly it sailed on, heading
for the south, and our ordeal worsened as
hours passed. Heat, suffocation, stench,
thirst. We were allowed a handful (hardly two
ounces) of cooked rice and a little dry fish
and a cup of water twice daily. The Japanese
said if we ate more in the ship, we would fall
ill as we were not doing any fatigue. We did
not worry much about the quantity of food.
We would not have minded even if we were
not given any; but with the two cups of water
supplied per day, one might die of thirst. We
tried to go on the deck to have a breath of
fresh air for which we longed so much; but
the moment we climbed up the staircase,
we would be kicked down by the Japanese
sentries.
“The Second Voyage of the Torture Ship”:
Could humanity be degraded to such an
extent? Could Providence be as cruel? The
steamer had only one kitchen from which
water was being rationed, and the two
thousand men had to come one after the
other, in a line, for that cup of life-preserving
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liquid. The rush began at 6 am. My turn
came at about 10 am, after four hours of
waiting, only to be met with the curt words,
“Water finished!” Heavens, what was I to do
until next day? Who knows? Before I could
reach the front of the line, water might be
exhausted again next day? Death was certain.
I went round with a cup to my Indian
friends, to Malays, even to Japanese, and was
met with the reply “Sorry, I have very little.”
“The Second Voyage of the Torture Ship”:
Dysentery broke out on the ship. The few
latrines were being used by both unfit and fit
men. In our own party of one hundred and
fifty, three or four deaths occurred daily. The
corpses were wrapped in a worn-out blanket
and lowered into the deep ocean, unwept for
and unsung. I could see hardy men prostrate
with dysentery, unable to move, without any
clothes. The Japanese did not pay any heed
to what was going on. Dysentery spread to
other holds of the ship, killing seven to eight
daily. But the ship was not stopped, nor was
an attempt made to evacuate the victims.
Insanitation and squalor increased. There
had been cases of men dying from dysentery
within a day of getting sick. Except for
separate accommodation being allowed, no
treatment was given to the men, and the
disease spread anyway. The scene was pitiful
and heart-rending. Brave, virile soldiers who
would have defied anybody in battle were
now helpless like babies and were groaning
and rolling naked on the floor presenting a
weird spectacle. I could not bear it and tears
started trickling from my eyes as nothing in
my life had moved me to that extent. Was
this the penalty we were paying for being
honest and principled?
“Koga the Devil”:
The next day, another Japanese soldier,
Koga Hugcho, was put in charge of us. I
call him Koga the Devil. I still cannot forget
his Satanic face nor forget his atrocities. If
anyone deserves to be hanged first for the
ill-treatment of prisoners, it is he. A man of
about 30 years, quite well-built, with slant
eyes and an ape’s mouth with a gold tooth,
he looked like a mixture of Japanese and
Chinese, a most unprincipled and inhumane
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brute. Although he said he belonged to
Tokyo, I am inclined to think he was either a
Taiwanese or a Manchurian. The next three
months that we passed with him were the
bitterest of our lives. Our daily routine was:
rise at 4 am, go to the surrounding jungle
and fetch two or three loads of firewood;
breakfast (two spoonfuls of rice) at 5.30,
off to the tapioca garden at 6 am, cut grass
till 11 with half an hour’s break, return for
lunch; half an hour’s break, again off to the
garden, back by 4 PM; fill a fifty-five gallon
drum with water and boil it ready for our
master’s bath; again collect two or three
loads of firewood. Thus were we kept busy
from before daybreak to sunset. In addition,
each of us was called upon by him to help
the Japanese cook in preparing the morning
food—in which case, we were required to
get up at 2 am. Fire had to be lit to boil rice,
curry and water. The firewood was invariably
damp and gave out clouds of smoke,
completely blinding our eyes. If the fire was
not lighted, the Japanese cook would curse
us and even beat us. Food had to be ready
before daybreak so that the raiders might not
notice the smoke. By now, the planes had no
targets left. They would watch for any signs
of smoke and let go their deadly bombs.
During fatigue, if Koga thought our speed
was not up to his expectations, he would
beat us with sticks, fists, and kicks. He
said that Indians, like the British, were
lazy and were not fit to live. They knew
only to enjoy. That is why they were being
defeated. He told us the Allied Navy had
been completely annihilated near Formosa
and in the Philippines. Land fighting was
going on in the latter place, and the Japanese
were winning. There was no chance of our
returning to India. We would remain there in
New Britain and cultivate tapioca.
In the evenings, even in heavy rain, the
Japanese made us boil water for their bath.
This was almost an impossibility as the
fireplace and firewood became wet. But there
was no argument with our masters.
Our hut was more like a pandal[16]. Even
in a light rain, water trickled inside. It was
infested with rats, mosquitoes, ants, lizards
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and snakes. Had the Japanese given us half
a day’s rest, we could have improved it, but
even on our so called holidays, they made us
collect coconuts and extract oil for them!
I had a relapse of malaria. Koga allowed me
rest as long as my temperature was on; but
as soon as he felt my forehead cool, he would
ask me to work. To make matters worse, an
ulcer appeared on my right foot. The wound
broadened, giving out pus and a horrible
smell. The leg swelled, and I could not walk.
No arrangement was made for dressing the
wound. Not even a piece of linen was given.
I tore my langoti[17], dressed the ulcer in
filthy water from the nullah, and bandaged
it in a dirty rag. Flies swarmed around the
wound. Blood trickled down sometimes.
The Japanese saw this, but were not moved
with compassion. Koga said it was a trifling
thing and asked me to go on fatigue. I could
only walk with the help of crutches. Other
Japanese who saw me on the way thought I
deserved rest.
Owing to agonizing pain, my temperature
did not subside. I and the four others
requested Koga to shoot us as it was better
to die than to remain as their prisoners. He
jokingly gave us shovels and spades, asking us
to prepare our own graves so that we might
be shot the next morning.
Basanta was the one most cruelly mistreated.
For some trifling offence, he was tied with
live battery wires; and when the unfortunate
man cried for mercy, all the Japanese
laughed. He fell down. They kicked him and
made him get up, again tying him up with
the torturing wires. Besides Basanta, there
was another Sikh, Kartar Singh, with us.
Koga ordered them to shave off their beards
as, according to them, the beards made them
ill. For disobeying him, they were beaten.
One day, Basanta was standing by. Koga, like
a dog, came upon him and passed urine on
him. On another occasion, Basanta was spat
upon.
We again pleaded with Koga to shoot us all.
He warned us not to repeat this request. We
were their prisoners and must obey them.
Even the British General Percival was being
ordered about by a Japanese soldier. We had
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been defeated in the war and must not speak
anything out of the way.
“Fathers and Sons—A Tale of Literature,
Reinvention, and Redemption”:
But there was another, non-literary duty
to be performed before I could feel some
degree of liberation from that powerful
sense of incompleteness in my relationship
with my father. Dr. Arunachalam’s gesture
of touching my father’s feet, repeated later
by another Mangalorean I greatly respect,
Konkani musician, composer, and impresario
Eric Ozario, had haunted me. Because,
having been an individualistic, city-raised
Christian too cut off from my culture and
even from my Indian Christian village roots,
I had never touched my father’s feet. Back in
America, I feared that I would never forgive
myself if my father passed away from this
world without my ever having touched his
feet, while others—no doubt my brothers,
kindred souls, and cosmic, Brahmanic
extensions of myself—had done so.
In October 1998, ten months later, I arrived
in a monsoon-lashed Mangalore and dashed
home from the airport, heading directly for
my father’s bedroom. He didn’t come out to
greet me as he usually did, for he was weaker
than before, slowly losing his once-solid grip
on the world. I walked right in and hugged
his frail frame, paused a few seconds, and
then bent my once-proud body and touched
his feet.
“Killing to Eat: or Calling Upon the
Japanese to Face their Dark Side”:
And though I believe all of us have within us
a dark side, and that in a profound sense we
are also the Other, it is also important, in the
illusory everyday world that we call Reality,
that we append the stories of the weak and
the voiceless to the histories written by
the mighty and the once-mighty, and that
each us of register our horror, our personal
footnote, to the Official and often Sanitized
Communal History. Any lingering doubts
I may have had about the title disappeared
after I met Roger Mansell, an American
war historian who had been examining the
Continued on Page 25
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Criminal mistake

Jonathan Davis

India’s official crime data is not authentic

L

ast week, Union Home Minister P.
Chidambaram released Crime In
India-2010, a report by the National
Crime Records Bureau (NCRB) which
compiles and analyses crime statistics in
India for the year 2010. At present, this
report is the only authoritative source of
information about crimes in the country.
There are 187.6 crimes recorded per lakh
of population in India, varying from 87 in
Uttar Pradesh to 424.1 in Kerala. The report
also tells us that compared to 2009, crime
has increased by 4.9 percent in 2010. During
2010, crime against women (2,13,585) has
gone up by 4.8 percent compared to 2009
(2,03,804). The all-India conviction rate for
crimes is 40.7 percent but only 9 percent
accused were convicted in Maharashtra.
However, these statistics have severe
limitations as all crimes are not reported
to the police and if reported, many are not
registered by the police. An Indian Police
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Service officer, Tripurari has validated this
under-reporting of crime data in a study,
Policing without Using Force: The Jalpaiguri
Experiment. As the Superintendent of Police
in Jalpaiguri, he made registration of FIRs
mandatory at the 17 police stations of the
district. Outcome: the monthly average of
the number of recorded cases jumped from
249 in the pre-experiment phase to 1,060
after filing of FIRs was made mandatory.
The study, published in the Indian Police
Journal in 2010, asserts that major offences
(such as theft of automobiles, murder or
dacoity) are “less susceptible to suppression
or minimisation” because these are widely
publicised. The degree of suppression of
crime, or burking in police parlance, is more
prevalent in the case of minor crimes like
petty thefts. But burking is not unique to
Jalpaiguri or Bengal. It is rampant all over
India.The international rights group, Human
Rights Watch has noted that “despite legal
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obligations under Indian and international
law, police throughout India frequently fail
to register complaints of crime.” It cited
the Lucknow police which had reportedly
registered FIRs for only 4.5 percent of the
complaints they received in 2007. This when
you thought that the Jalpaiguri experiment
where only 24 percent of the crime was
recorded was shocking.
The problem of burking can be overcome
by an independent, third-party validation
of the NCRB data by a public survey. In
most developed countries, an annual Crime
Victimisation Survey is conducted to provide
a more realistic and actionable picture of
crime—estimate the number and types of
crimes not reported to the police, identify
people most at risk, and map public attitude
towards crime and towards the criminal
justice system.
These surveys are found to be a very
important source of information about crime
levels and public attitude to crime. In 200506, only 42 precent of crimes reported during
the British Crime Survey (BCS) were reported
to police and only 30 precent were recorded
by the police. BCS thus provides the British
government with an important alternative
to police-recorded crime statistics. Without
BCS, the British government would have
no information on the 70 precent of crimes
which went unreported. BCS further
identifies those most at risk due to different

types of crime. This is used to design and
inform crime prevention programmes and
improve public attitude towards police.
Information underpins all planning. An
empirical approach towards policing can be
sustained by reliable and comprehensive data
on crime. In the absence of authentic data, all
attempts at planning for policing in India are
an exercise in futility. A survey to ascertain
the real state of crime in the country by
conducting an annual crime survey has to
be topmost on the government’s agenda.
National Statistical Survey Organisation can
be tasked by the government to undertake
this survey in India; perhaps starting with 35
biggest cities in the first phase.

Lucknow police had
reportedly registered FIRs
for only 4.5 percent of the
complaints it received in
2007
Till that happens, the official crime data will
continue to paint a rosy picture. And the
vision of transforming data into information,
and information into insight shall remain a
futile dream.
A version of this article appeared in Mid-day

The memoir of an unknown Indian soldier
Page 11

Japanese record in World War II. Mansell
was horrified by the lack of remorse in a
recent Japanese compendium of World War
II recollections called Senso. He explained
that American G.I.s had been cannibalized
simply as an act of demoralization; these
acts had nothing to do with the nutritional
needs of the Japanese. So I decided to retain
the title for this second, public edition, even
allowing in a moment of optimism that the
book might receive attention in Japan and
persuade the Japanese to confront and admit
to their widely observed racism and start
a national campaign to tackle it, making it
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less possible for a future Pico Iyer to say, “In
Japan, an Indian is the lowest of the low.”
Besides, why should it be so hard for the
Japanese to issue an apology to all the Indians
who were so abused and manipulated, and
to their children and descendants? Will
not that hasten the process of healing and
forgiveness?
The book (3rd edition) is now available in
e-book form on Amazon at: http://amzn.to/
eWVexV
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A Jihad for all Seasons

F

or ten years, the spectacular attack on
9/11 meant that al Qaeda represented
the face of the Islamist global
insurgency in the popular imagination.
Occasional videotapes of Osama bin Laden
and judicious franchising of the al Qaeda
brand to enterprising psychopaths like Abu
Musab al-Zarqawi, allowed al Qaeda to
continue overshadowing larger and far better
organized terrorist groups long after the
ability of al Qaeda’s leaders to wreck havoc
faded. On November 26, 2008 Lashkar-eTaiba (LeT), a group little known in the West
but all too familiar to India, demonstrated
with bombings and bloody gun battles in
the streets of Mumbai that al Qaeda was not
alone in waging global jihad. LeT, “the Army
of the Righteous”, showed in Mumbai that
they too would bring war to the “Hindus,
Jews and Crusaders”.
Carnegie and RAND scholar Stephen Tankel
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has endeavored to demystify and deconstruct
LeT in his meticulously researched book,
Storming The World Stage: The Story of
Lashkar-e-Taiba and bring into the light the
complex relationships that entwine LeT with
the Pakistani state and the subterranean
universe of radical jihadi politics. Conducting
extensive interviews with Islamist militants,
Western and Indian intelligence officials,
Pakistani politicians and ISI officers and
buttressing his narrative with sixty-three
pages of end-notes, Tankel has produced a
portrait of Lashkar-e-Taiba that is accessible
to the layman while remaining a methodical
work of scholarship.
Using a predominantly chronological
approach to narrative, Tankel traces the
evolution of Lashkar-e-Taiba from an
obscure Salafist offshoot of the minority
sect Ahl-e-Hadith group, Markaz ud Dawawal-Irshad (MDI) that grew to become
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the favorite strategic proxy of Pakistan’s
dreaded ISI for waging irregular warfare
against India in Kashmir. In the process, LeT
grew into a wealthy and powerful Islamist
network providing panoply of social and
humanitarian services and a military reach
that made the LeT a transnational player
with which to be reckoned.

searching in the American Army regarding
the quality of leadership in the chain of
command and the viability of the pop-centric
COIN strategy in Afghanistan, and credits
them for the unusually good performance of
the Taliban attackers in that battle.

Lashkar-e-Taiba’s Mumbai operation in
Tankel’s view was an effort in “amalgamated
jihad”; an act of terrorism that reconciled the
Tankel excels at detailing the organisational
difference in priorities between an Indiaand political nuances of LeT, including the
centric LeT leadership and a membership
complicated relationships of leading figures
that, like the wider jihadist community, was
like Zafar Iqbal, Hafiz Saeed, Zaki-ur Rehman
eager to strike at America and “the Jews”.
Lakhvi and the bewildering array of LeT’s
This can be seen, Tankel
front groups, Deobandi
argues, in the targeting
rivals and jihadi quasiStorming the World Stage: The
of Chabad House, where
allies, including al Qaeda.
Story of Lashkar-e-Taiba
killing Jews would
The endemic interplay of
Stephen Tankel
be worth “fifty lives”
ideology with internecine
Columbia University Press , 2011
elsewhere and the Taj
duplicity and coercion
Mahal Hotel patronised
is emphasised by Tankel
by Westerners. Tankel
as he illustrates how
leans heavily on the testimony of ISI agent
LeT leaders walked a tightrope between
and convicted Lashkar terrorist David
preserving their nationalistic special
Headly –a.k.a. Daood Gilani – who comes
relationship with the Pakistani state and
off in Storming the World Stage as a far
the militant pan-Islamism of other jihadist
more dangerous and sinister figure than
groups and young, rank-and-file LeT
he did in American media coverage of his
hotheads.
Chicago trial. Source notwithstanding,
It was pressure from the ISI and the military
Tankel is getting at the heart of LeT strategic
regime of President Pervez Musharraf on
calculation here in linking LeT’s internal
Lashkar-e-Taiba to “toe the line”on lowering
group dynamics to the largest objectives
tensions with India over Kashmir in the
of the Islamist radicals and the national
mid-2000s that set in motion the LeT on the
interests of Pakistan.
road to Mumbai. Nominally pan-Islamic and
Stephen Tankel does not attempt to cover
Salafist, the LeT nevertheless was organised
all dimensions of Lashkar-e-Taiba, being
and generously patronised by the ISI to be
predominantly interested in political,
Pakistan’s most effective operator in the
organisational and strategic aspects of
“Kashmiri Jihad”, to the point where LeT
that terrorist organisation’s history. The
recruiters lured zealous young men with
theological drivers behind LeT and the
offers to go to Iraq only to gently redirect
increasing radicalisation of its’ younger
them to wage jihad on the other side of the
generation are given short shrift. For
Line of Control.
example, we understand from Tankel that
With Islamabad’s reasons of state firmly
there is ideological – i.e. theological - friction
minimising Kashmir as an outlet for
between LeT militants and their Deobandi
LeT jihadist rage, LeT leaders faced the
counterparts, on occasion to the point of
prospect of either facilitating jihad on other
violence, but not why. Avoiding a close
fronts, notably Afghanistan, or risk losing
examination of religious motivation is a
followers to more radical organisations.
common omission in American academic
For example, Tankel places LeT fighters at
analysis of Islamist terrorism, which puts
the battle of Wanat, a high casualty, small
Tankel in the mainstream of researchers, but
unit engagement that sparked much soulrepresents a missing facet that would have
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enriched the reader’s understanding.

It links LeT’s internal group
dynamics to the largest
objectives of the Islamist
radicals and the national
interests of Pakistan
Another element of LeT that might have
been given more attention or taken
to a granular level of detail by Tankel
are Lashkar’s military and intelligence
capacities as irregulars and their strategic
implications. Tankel informs us that LeT
fighters are qualitatively among the best
among the region’s jihadis and LeT expertise
in bombmaking and IED design are much
sought after, but little else. An organisation
that, like Hezbollah, is state-sponsored but
not controlled, Lashkar-e-Taiba is suited
for waging what military analyst Frank
Hoffman terms “Hybrid War”, but how LeT

would play that role in an Indo-Pakistani
War is left to the reader’s inference.
LeT also demonstrated in Mumbai a fluid
tactical excellence in its use of off-the-shelf
technology, small arms and mobility to
reap an enormous return-on-investment
by attacking soft targets, much along the
asymmetric lines advocated by warfare
theorist John Robb. Tactics that are a
critical threat to any open society by forcing
it to take preventive measures which are
ruinously expensive and contraindicated to
keeping society free and democratic. This
is another topic that might have received
greater analytical exploration.
Storming the World Stage is a solidly
researched book by Stephen Tankel that
is apt to become the mandatory reference
on Lashkar-e-Taiba and a useful resource
on the general subject of Pakistan’s
historical resort to proxy warfare. With his
examination of Lashkar-e-Taiba, Tankel
has made a worthy contribution to our
understanding of terrorism and jihad in
South Asia.
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